
Sorting of construction/renovation waste

 Practical details

 1. 1. Container parks of Bruxelles-Propreté

 •� You are domiciled in the Brussels area.

 •� Present your identity card when entering.

 •� Sort your waste by type in advance.

 •� Use a vehicle with a total weight < 3.5t.

 •� Your vehicle can only contain waste destined for the container park.

 •� Arrange the categories of waste so they can be easily veri�ed.

 •� Make personally sure that the waste is unloaded and deposited in the appropriate containers.

 

   

Avenue de Broqueville 12, 1150 Brussels 

E-mail : info@arp-gan.be - Tel. : 0800/981 81

! You are charged for construction and renovation waste.
Rate : 3,03 € incl. VAT per bag

 2. 2. Collection of construction / renovation was (“rubble”) at the 
  domicile by Bruxelles-Propreté

 Inert waste

 If you put your waste out in bags :

   •� You are entitled to a maximum of 15 bags of rubble.

   •� The maximum weight be bag is 20 kg.

   •� The rate : 4.24 € incl. VAT per bag

   •� Arrange an appointment by calling the toll-free number 0800/981 81.

   •� As regards the removal :

    � Put you bags on the pavement

      the evening before after 20h if the appointment is set for the morning

          •Except Schaerbeek: That same morning before 7h30

      as late as possible in the morning if the appointment is set for the afternoon.

    � Be present during the time period established when the appointment is made. 

    � Do no forget to have your identity card.
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Avenue de Broqueville 12, 1150 Brussels 

E-mail : info@arp-gan.be - Tel. : 0800/981 81

If you choose the big-bags of Bruxelles-Propreté (1m3) for a quantity 
greater than 15 bags:

 •� The delivery of the big-bag :

  � Arrange for an appointment by calling the toll-free number 0800/981 81.

  � Be present the morning of the delivery of the big-bag without forgetting to have 

    your identity card.

 •� Using the big-bag :

  � Only unfold it on the edge of the pavement, close to the gutter..

  � Empty your wheelbarrows or bags of rubble into the big-bag

  

  Only put in rubble!

 •� The collection of the big-bag :

  �  If not already done during the �rst contact, make an appointment by calling 

     the toll-free number 0800/981 81.

  �  Arrange for a parking place of 10 metres in front of the big-bag to facilitate 

     the collection which will take place in the afternoon.

  �  Be present at the time of the collection, always with your identity Card.

 •� The rate: 107.70 € incl. VAT per big-bag

 The renovation waste (except insert waste)

•� The rates per piece :  

  

 � 4.24 € incl. VAT/piece (for example: Doors, frames, windows, bathrooms…)

  

•� The collection : 

 � Put your construction or renovation waste on the pavement

   the evening before after 20h if the collection is set for the morning

     •Except Schaerbeek: That same morning before 7h30

   as late as possible in the morning if the appointment is set for the afternoon.

� Be present during the time period established when the appointment is made. 

� Do no forget to have your identity card.

!
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 3. Rental of large containers

 •� Arrange an appointment by calling the toll-free number 0800/981 81.

 •� Rates : 

Our rates are included in the Decree of the Government of the Region 
of Bruxelles-Capitale establishing the pricing system of the services
of Bruxelles-Propreté (22/12/2011).  

!

 •� Contact you municipality to make all the arrangement relative to authorisation, signs and security. 

              •� Our units deposit the container only on public roads.

 •� Free a space of 25 m minimum in front of the parking place of the container the day it is to be 

       installed as well as the day of its removal.

 •� Your presence is mandatory in order to sign for the installation and removal of the container.

 •� You must present your identity card.

 •� Look after the container in a responsible manner..

Inert waste only 
(container of 10 m3 maximum)

Removal: 53.24 €/t incl. VAT

Transport: 143.51 €

Rental: 7.14 €/day

Avenue de Broqueville 12, 1150 Brussels 

E-mail : info@arp-gan.be - Tel. : 0800/981 81
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